
MPP 119 by Alchemi

Valuable Letters
Each clue contains a superfluous word to be removed before solving. The first 
or last letter of the superfluous word should be appropriately outside the grid 

at the beginning or end of the solution. The question can now be read 
clockwise and should be answered ignoring possible bonuses.
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Across

1 Good day for jealous 
Shakespearean to drop 
etiquette books (5)

4 Unhappy about 
reduced power on 
boat drawing 
equipment (6,3)

9 Scarlet woman lastly 
projects dozens 
essentially live large 
(7)

10 Fast living leads to 
lower gross yields (7)

11 Belgian soldier 
following my dog (5)

12 Evilly use in Catholic 
holy orders (9)

13 Guide has no 
difficulty breathing -
that's my only 
comment (6,4)

16 Tesco preserve black 
doorframe (4)

19 Japanese noodles a 
couple of angry 
sailors sent back (4)

20 Colliery features 
circular handles on 
explosives (10)

22 Ruin online talk about 
someone apparently 
panicking became 
more solid (9)

24 Finishing course after 
three weeks partners 
correct stitching (5)

26 Copies senior officer 
wearing tartan 
resembling shark 
scales (7)

27 Maybe Aston defends 
old Roman dress 
standards (7)

28 A priest leaving 
Kalamazoo seminary 
in ruins about to go 
back as big cat expert? 

(3,6)

29 Second high match 
point, say (5)

Down

1 Welsh people 
changing flight plans 
greeting judge with 
money (9)

2 Old leper left 
Haviland, Arizona 
essentially wary (5)

3 Universities getting 
nothing interesting by 
contract? (8)

4 Stormzy's last country 
album inspired by 
quiet, slim beauty (5)

5 Having quiet sex, I 
gather, is delicately 
refined (9)

6 Country seaman 
replacing anonymous 
waterproof trousers 
(6)

7 It's very plain fish fill 
observation posts (9)

8 Medical professional 
roasted on radio too 
wise to swallow line 
with deadpan sarcasm 
(5)

14 Big lab too sprawling 
for Pakistani musical 
accompaniment (9)

15 Possibly barely float 
nachos in low-fat 
guacamole? (6-3)

17 Lie in wait to attack 

former President with 
Iraqi journalist (9)

18 God chops parts of 
garish insects (8)

21 Wild vervet monkeys 
mark out channel 
(3,3)

22 Keen to use 
microwave, turn over 
precious stone (5)

23 Port director finished 
cake (5)

25 Welcome rehearsal 
being very restricted 
(5)


